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Abstract

Aimed at cultivating economics and management talents with high quality, this paper builds an experimental teaching system in economics and management, designs a five-in-one framework of multi-dimensional integration in the economics and management of experimental teaching, and innovates methods of experimental teaching with diversification and forms of cross-border experiment teaching, builds the experiment teaching platform of “integration of teaching and research,” as well as perfecting the guarantee system of experiment teaching management, thus reforming and innovating the training mode for professional talents in economics and management. What’s more important, the experimental teaching system highlights the integration of knowledge in varied disciplines, the cultivation of students' innovative and comprehensive ability; the system also realizes the combination of students' self-study and teachers' guidance, of the professional knowledge learning and relevant knowledge learning, and of theory and practice.
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1. Introduction

Experiment teaching is a kind of practical teaching activities to realize the construction of knowledge, enhance ability, and improve the quality in controllable conditions. Experiment teaching plays an important part in high education, which together with practice teaching constitutes the integrated system of talent cultivation. Due to the particularity of the economics and management experiment, the experiment teaching is of great importance to the training of economics and management talents.

First of all, the experiment teaching is an effective method of fostering economics and management professional talents. Experiment teaching can provide students with a good professional education and professional skill training, and at the same time, can achieve a systematic understanding and cognition of economics and management professional knowledge, professional activities, and related professional knowledge. Finally it helps setting up a training platform of cultivating compound economics and management talents on the basis of modern education technology.

Secondly, experiment teaching breaks the time and space limits in the economics and management practice teaching activity. Because the enterprise needs to keep trade secrets, interns can't learn the operation process deeply and completely. As a result, they gain little in the use of the professional knowledge and the exercise of professional skills. Experiment teaching enables the economics and management practice teaching activities to break the time and space limits, fundamentally creating the conditions of getting rid of its former predicament.

Finally, the experiment teaching shortens the training period of the economics and management professionals. In traditional training mode, a majority of students can't get used to the work in a short time. They usually go through a long period of adaptation. The experiment teaching, can not only help students build up an appropriate knowledge structure, but also improve their practice ability of economics and management. Experiment teaching is undoubtedly a shortcut to train economics and management professionals efficiently.

Therefore, it is of great theory value to supplement and perfect our country's higher education theory system, and the system should include several factors which are as follows: studying economics and management experiment teaching systematically, and integrating the experimental course framework, the experiment teaching methods, and the experiment teaching organization, the teaching resources and the platform, and the security system. It is also of great practice value for colleges and universities to cultivate qualified economics and management talents to meet the needs of social and academic requirements.

2. Construction of a Five-in-one Experiment Teaching System in Economics and Management

2.1. Analysis of present economics and management experiment teaching in our country

Since the experiment teaching of economics and management in China develops late, there are still some problems and challenges in the process of teaching.
First of all, the experiment teaching is not systematic to form a complete framework. It expounds in three aspects: the laboratory construction and experiment teaching do not match, resources allocation is unreasonable, and the experiment theory teaching do not come up with the social practice.

Secondly, the content of experiment teaching is unreasonable. For example, the teaching gives priority to the verification while the experience comprehensiveness, and innovation is comparatively less. Besides, the content neither reflects China's advanced management practices and economics and management academic, nor can stimulate students' interest.

Thirdly, the ideas and methods of experiment teaching are not advanced, which expounds in the teaching methods - students just record whatever the teacher says, and the teacher usually refer to a prepared example; ignoring students’ individuality, teachers instruct students in the same mode and there is a lack of teaching aids.

Fourth, the experimental teaching platform and the supporting system are not sound. To be specific, the management of laboratory and of experimental teaching is not powerful, the mechanism not sound, and the responsibility not clear. Besides, teaching faculty and experiment funds are inadequate, and the variety and the number of large equipment insufficient. With all the above limitations, students may grasp systematic basic knowledge and operation disciplines; but at the same time, students may the lack vitality, which is unfavorable to the cultivation of students' comprehensive ability and innovative ability.

2.2. Design of five-in-one experiment teaching system in economics and management

To solve the problems existing in the experimental teaching of economics and management in China, this paper builds an experimental teaching system for the sake of economics and management, which bases on the modern education concept, education method, and education technology, and which aims at cultivating high-quality economics and management talents. What’s more, the article also innovates experimental teaching methods and organizational forms, constructs experimental teaching platform, improve the guarantee system of experimental teaching management, thus realizing the reform and innovation of management professional talent training. Experimental teaching system of economics and management is shown in figure 1.

3. Construction of Economics and Management Experiment Teaching Platform and Management Assurance System

It is necessary to establish the experiment teaching platform which can support the contents of experimental curriculum to ensure the smooth progress of experimental teaching, as well as the perfect management assurance system and regulatory framework.

3.1. Design of five-in-one experiment teaching system in economics and management

The establishment of economics and management experiment teaching platform needs the base of existing research laboratories. It is necessary to take full advantage of the existing experimental platform and experimental facility design platform which incorporates scientific research into teaching practice. This will facilitate the development of both innovation and comprehensive abilities. Secondly, the hardware and software of experimental platforms supply the process of experimental teaching with material insurance, as a result of the fact that the economics and management experiments are usually based on the information technology. As a multifunctional and open hardware platform of experimental teaching, the platform should be characterized by better practicability and adaptability. On the basis of satisfying the teaching need, guaranteeing the resource sharing and advanced technology, the experimental platform is required to realize the economic rationality of its construction cost by means of high technology and informatization. Meanwhile, it is feasible to build the experimental platform through other means, such as independent development by teachers, import from other schools, donation from enterprises, co-construction between school and enterprise.

3.2. teaching management assurance system of economics and management experiments

- opening operational mechanism of experimental teaching platform

The platform of economics and management experiments needs the opening management mode with the support of
information technology. It should follow the guidelines such as catering for all, teaching students in accordance of their aptitude and multi tediousness. At the same time, it ought to implement the operation method open all year around. The platform needs to realize the opening mechanisms including course reservation, all day access and experimental project reservation, and to establish relevant system for the safe, stable and efficient opening operation of the base. Simultaneously, the resource allocation and benefit assessment systems for the experimental teaching platform should be established.

● **Experimental teaching documents**

One major focus is on establishing and improving the basic documents like experiment teaching outlines, experiment guidebooks, lab reports etc., to construct experimental teaching systems. The standards, contents and forms should be designed according to the different experimental type, for instance, demonstrative experiments, validation experiments, experiential experiments, designing and research experiments, and comprehensive economics and management experiments and etc., because of the fact that the distinction is significant between the economics and management experiments and the traditional engineering experiments.

● **Quality evaluation and monitoring systems for experimental teaching**

It is difficult to estimate the teaching quality of economics and management experiments through traditional experimental evaluation criteria such as time and data, because most of them are demonstrative, experiential and comprehensive experiments. As a result, explicit evaluation criteria with guidance and maneuverability should be set up to satisfy the teaching quality evaluation need of the economics and management experiments, from two aspects of evaluations from experts and students, according to different experiment types and the time nodes like during and after the experiments. The feedback mechanism after the experimental teaching evaluation is also needed.

4. Conclusion

With purposes of cultivating high-quality economics and management talents, this paper first builds a five-in-one experimental teaching system in economics and management, and systemically designs multi-dimensional experiment teaching contents of economics and management. And then this paper innovates diversified experimental teaching methods and cross-border organizational forms in teaching, and finally constructs experimental teaching platform, improve the guarantee system of experimental teaching management. In such ways, reform and innovation of management professional talent training is achieved. This system emphasizes on the integration of multi-disciplines and cultivation of students’ creativity and overall quality, which serves as an effective approach for the Economics and Management College in Beihang University to produce qualified inter-disciplinary talents.

The experiment teaching system mentioned above has been applied in the Economics and Management College in Beihang University for four years, and helps formulate an experiment teaching mode in economics and management of which is featured with harmoniously development of knowledge, capability and quality and with mutually promotion in study, experiment and innovation. The significant results of the experiment have been greatly recognized and shed lights on. As a result, this system comprehensively enhances teaching and learning quality as well as faculty’s capability, creates a virtuous cycle in teaching and learning, and effectively promotes the disciplinary development.
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